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Young Academy Ireland

● All-island, transdisciplinary ECRIs

● 40 members in initial cohort

● 2024-2028 Strategic Plan: 

5 Grand Challenges



1. Achieving Sustainability

2. Creating a Fair and Inclusive Society

3. Securing the Future of Academia

4. Supporting Public Involvement and 

Engagement with Research

5. Providing Transdisciplinary Expertise for 

Public Policy

YAI Grand Challenges



What kind of Science and Academia do we want?



What kind of Science and Academia do we I want?



What kind of Science and Academia do we I want?

wikipedia.org

Driven by

reductive metrics? 

Source: © Shutterstock

Valuing one definition 

of excellence?

Source:  nature.com 
doi.org/10.1038/545145a

€ € €

Closed research,

profit driven?



How are we assessing researchers today?

Dr. Yensi Flores Bueso

MSCA Fellow, Global Young Academy,

Young Academy Ireland, CoARA



Assessing global research assessment: 221 policies 

Filtering and classification of policies

Criteria classification

Analysis of policies & criteria



Global tendencies of research output assessment

Qualitative assessment remains less frequent (55%) than quantitative (90%)



Differing assessment in Global North & Global South



Assessment for promotion by disciplines
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● Reproducibility crisis: 20-60% of research non-reproducible

● Raw data access; code accessibility

● Reinforces global research inequity

A Transparent Science?

Begley, C. G.; Ellis, L. M. (2012). "Drug Development: Raise Standards for Preclinical Cancer Research". Nature.

Baker, M. 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility. Nature 533, 452–454 (2016).  https://doi.org/10.1038/533452a

Open Science Collaboration, Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science. Science 349, aa4716 (2015)

Piwowar et al 2019. https://doi.org/10.1101/795310

Derived from Thomas Guillemaud, Denis Bourguet, and Marjolaine Hamelin: 

https://osf.io/6rxmh

Illustration: Kieran Blakey
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● Worldwide 2019: 70% manuscripts paywalled

● Article Processing Charges: ~€3,000 (boutique journals >€10,000)

● Downsides of closed peer review: hidden biases, editorial decisions
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A Transparent Science?



Journal of Archaeological Science

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/how-reproducibility-is-gaining-first-class-status-in-scientific-
research

Ben Marwick: “The reproducibility of research work 
needs to be recognized as an exceptional scholarly 
product, much like a journal article itself.”

Many journals: Data Availability Statement

Open Science Badges

JAS Reproducibility Review

JAS Reproducibility Prize

“I have experienced how different research 

institutions around the world don’t have 

equal access to skills and training. …. 

Increased effort on reproducibility and sharing 

of code and data will help diminish this bias by 

providing more equitable access to 

research materials.”



Peer Community In (PCI)

“Communities of researchers handling the evaluation  of (through peer review) and 

recommending preprints in their scientific field”



Data+code

Reviews

Recommendation, all 

correspondence & changes



Where we are Where we want to go

A healthier academia 
which values more than 

one quality

Challenges getting to our destination…



Challenges for ECRs

● First mover disadvantage: serve old system or invest in quality 

research

● More work, same outcome?

● Not box-ticking: truly valuing a range of excellences

(which everyone not need excel at)

● The measure will become a target

● Divergence between Global North and South

● Evaluators correctly trained?

● Narrative CVs: rewards better English or support networks?
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How can institutions help? - ECRs 

● Reduce uncertainty for ECRs: transparency and 

consistency

● Help ECRs understand what new definitions of quality (or 

qualities) - shouldn’t need to excel at all

● Support and value ECRs contributions to improving 

academia e.g. open science awards 

● ECR training: Open Science, CV peer review

● ECRs as data and as stakeholders in system and cultural 

change

● Internally measure successes and challenges: 

○ Issues can always be mitigated

○
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How can institutions help? - Cultural change 

Image: Nick Youngson –
http://www.nyphotographic.com/



How can institutions help? - Cultural change 

● Emphasizing the qualities not just singular quality of 

researchers

● Responsibility will always be on evaluators to maintain 

academic rigor, and assessment never bias free

● Two pronged approach: grassroots advocacy and top-down 

systemic change (i.e. CoARA)

● Incentivize RRA training, commitment to best research 

practices, internal awards etc

● Mitigate against workload creep
Image: Nick Youngson –
http://www.nyphotographic.com/
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Thanks to

● Grace Mulcahy

● Yensi Flores Bueso

● Stefan Muller

● Agata Westin

● Declan O'Loughlin & rest of the YAI 

● Science Foundation Ireland
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